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Gm                     Bb 
I got to save my baby 
F                               Gm 

Because he makes me cry 
Gm                     Bb 
I got to make him happy 
F                               Gm 
I got to teach him how to fly 
Gm                     Bb 
I want to take him higher 

F                               Gm 
Way up like a bird in the sky 
Gm                     Bb 
I got to calm him down now 
F                          Gm 
I want to save his life 
 

[Chorus:] 
         Dm           D#          Cm          F 
And I know that love will change us forever 
         Dm           D#          Cm          F 
And I know that love will keep us together 
         Dm         D#              Cm          F 
And I know, I know there is nothing to fear 

         Dm           D#          Cm       F             Gm 
And I know that love will take us away from here 
 
Gm                     Bb 
Sometimes it's such a pleasure 
F                          Gm 

Sometimes I wanna tear it all down 
Gm                 Bb 
It's easy to be lazy 
F                       Gm 
And hard to go away from the crowd 
 
[Bridge:] 
Gm                     Bb 
I know the road looks lonely 
F                          Gm 
But that's just Satan's game 
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Gm                     Bb 
And either way my baby 
F                          Gm 
We'll never be the same 

 
[Chorus] 
 
Gm                                Bb 
In the blink of an eye everything could change 
         F                          Gm 
Say hello to your life now you’re living  

Gm                     Bb 
This is it from now on 
It's a brand new day 
F                                             Gm 
It was time to wake up from this dream (from this dream) 
 
[Bridge] 
 
[Chorus] 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Chords Used in this cover: 
 
Gm (355333) Dm (xx0231) 

Bb  (x13331) D# (x65343) 
F    (133211) Cm (x35543) 
 
 
Thank you for downloading this cover! If you want to contribute to our library, send 
your Madonna guitar/bass covers to axestaticprocess@gmail.com 


